Can Dialogic Discourse Enhance Student Active Participation?
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Abstract

Purpose: This study aimed to investigate contribution of a professional development program committed to providing quality training to support dialogic talk to student active participation. Indicators of active participation, in the context of this study, were the speaking duration of the teacher compared to student, the number of different ideas of the students emerging in the classroom milieu, the number of students answering per question asked by the teacher, and the rate of students’ personal answers for the questions asked by the teacher.

Design/Methodology/Approach: In recruiting teachers, gathering, and analyzing data, the educational design-based research (DBR) method was adopted. A total of seventeen teachers volunteered and participated in a four-week course program. The program involved theoretical and practical information about authoritative and dialogic talk. After the program had been completed, the teachers worked in pairs, designed lesson plans, and implemented the plans in their classrooms. Teachers’ pre- and post-intervention practices were videotaped and then transcribed.

Findings: A total of four teachers being able to successfully implement the dialogical discourse in their classrooms were selected for analysis and the findings are reported in the present study. The descriptive analysis showed that dialogical discourse generally contributed a significant increase in student talk ratio, number of student responses, new ideas, and students' personal responses.

Highlights: Dialogical discourse-based education has reduced the speaking time of teachers. It contributed to the emergence of different ideas in the classroom. It increased students’ active participation in the lesson and their individual response rates.
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INTRODUCTION

Meaning first emerges from the child-adult interaction on a social plane and then finds a psychological ground for itself (Vygotsky, 1978). In other words, external speech, which grows on a social basis, then turns into internal speech in the individual and becomes a thinking (cognitive) tool that the individual could use in the face of a problem (Vygotsky, 1930). Therefore, the origins of the cognitive development should be sought in one’s social interactions. Similarly, student-teacher interactions in the classroom can shape the way students think. The discourse used by the teacher has the feature of influencing students’ critical thinking skills (Hajhosseiny, 2012), problem-solving skills, and reasoning (Gillies & Khan, 2009). In addition, teacher discourse can also affect students’ internalization of concepts, in other words, their appropriation of concepts (Billett, 1998).

If the meaning is socially created as a result of teacher-student and student-student interaction in the classroom environment, this type of interaction is called dialogic discourse. An instruction based on dialogic discourse improves students' scientific reasoning and understanding in science classrooms (Mercer et al., 1999; Mercer et al., 2004) and has the potential to increase their motivation towards the subject matter (Mercer et al., 2009; Scott, 2008), may contribute to the development of arguments (Demirbağ, 2017), and may improve critical thinking skills (Hajhosseiny, 2012); however, the research on the impact of dialogic discourse on student participation seems inadequate. Therefore, in this study, a professional development program was developed to train several teachers. The aim of this study is to find out the impact of this professional development program on the students’ active participation in the classroom.

Active participation can be defined as a process in which the student himself/herself constructs his/her own knowledge by interacting with the learning environment designed by the teacher. This process occurs as a result of teacher's deliberate and conscious attempt to encourage active participation in the classroom milieu (Pratton & Hales, 1986). Therefore, the discourse that the teacher uses in the classroom consciously or unintentionally has the power to affect the active participation of the students in the class. In the context of this study, the signals of active participation in the classroom were the speaking duration of the teacher compared to students, the number of different ideas of the students emerging in the classroom milieu, the number of students’ answers per question, and the rate of students’ personal answers for the questions.

Teachers generally use two types of discourse language in the classroom, authoritative and dialogic (Mortimer & Scott, 2003). Authoritarian discourse is more teacher-centered and is a form of discourse in which students are seen as objects. In this discourse, only the voice of authority is heard and what is said is not open to discussion (Bakhtin, 1981). In this type of communication, student ideas are unimportant and not allowed to be discussed in class; rather, it is desired by the teacher that students focus on the scientific point of view (Mortimer, 2005). In this discourse, if the ideas suggested by the student contribute to the scientific point of view, the teacher considers these ideas, while if they do not, he ignores these ideas (Scott et al., 2006). In authoritarian discourse, the teacher is expected to control student ideas, rearrange them and present the scientific point of view, while the student is expected to follow the directions from the teacher and accept the scientific point of view (Scott et al., 2006).

Unlike authoritarian discourse, dialogic discourse is more student-centered and in this discourse, the student is seen as a subject. For this reason, in dialogic discourse, the unique voices of individuals are heard and what is said is open to discussion (Bakhtin, 1981). The main feature of dialogic discourse is that it allows the discovery of student ideas and the development of new ideas by discussing these discovered ideas (Mortimer, 2005). Thus, in this discourse, the teacher considers more than one point of view, reveals different ideas, and interprets these ideas and relates them to the scientific point of view (Mortimer & Scott, 2003, p.33). While the teacher is expected to explore students’ ideas and compare different perspectives in dialogic discourse, students are asked to share their ideas, listen to others, try to understand the ideas put forward, and gain new ideas by discussing with others (Scott et al., 2006).

Another difference between authoritarian and dialogic discourses is that authoritarian discourse does not have a specific time and place, whereas dialogic discourse emerges in a specific time and place (McCormick & Donato, 1998). Let us now examine the dialogic and authoritative types of discourses through two examples. The following dialogues are taken from a science class. In this class, a dialogue about plant roots takes place between the teacher and the students. In this and the following dialogue, the letter T stands for the teacher and pseudonyms were used for the students.

01 T: Guys, we have many plants around us and you may have noticed that the roots of these plants are different from each other [Teacher projects a picture of 3 different types of roots on the board]. How many types of plant roots do you think there are? and what are the properties of these roots? Who can tell me? Ahmet!
02 Ahmet: Teacher, there are 3 types of roots. These are tap, fibrous and storage roots.
03 T: Good! Right, well done. So who’s going to say what they’re about? Semih!
04 Semih: Teacher, fibrous roots connect the plant to the deep.
05 T: Is that so? Did your friend tell the truth? What was the feature of the fibrous root? Ahmet!
06 Ahmet: Teacher, in fibrous roots, the main root and the lateral roots are the same in terms of thickness. Teacher, these roots occupy a large area near the surface of the soil.
08 T: Good, Fatima!
09 Fatma: In the tap root, the main root is thick, while the lateral roots are thin and attached to the main root.
10 T: Well done! Beautiful. You are telling the truth. So who’s to say storage root?
In this dialogue, the teacher used an authoritarian discourse. In this type of discourse, only one voice is heard, and this voice is the voice of the superiors. In the above dialogue, it can be thought that there are four students’ (Ahmet, Semih, Fatma, and Fatih) voices and the teacher’s voice. But in reality, only one voice is heard in the above dialogue, and that voice is the scientific voice. Notice that there are 3 types of roots (2nd statement), tap, fibrous and storage roots (2nd statement), the main root and lateral roots are the same in terms of their thickness (6th statement), while the main root is thick in tap root, the lateral roots are thin (9th statement) are scientific and they voice scientific facts. While the teacher accepts the correct (scientifically accepted) ideas (2, 6, 9, 11) he rejects the inappropriate idea (4). Therefore, only one voice is heard in this dialogue, and this voice is the voice of science. This voice is an alien one for other students in the class who are unfamiliar with this discourse (for students who do not know the subject). This type of speech belonging to the superiors (scientists), is incomprehensible, indisputable, and inaccessible. Secondly, there is no time and space in this discourse. The above-mentioned terms such as tap root, hairy root, storage root, main root, and lateral root can be used today, have been used in the past and have the potential to be used in the future. Time and space cannot limit this type of discourse. Now let’s examine a dialogue in which dialogic discourse exists on the same subject.

01 T: [The teacher brings corn, beans, and potatoes to the class with soil in it. At the same time, he projects a picture on the board where these three plants are shown in the soil. He forms groups of three or four of the students]. "Guys, these are the roots of corn, beans, and potatoes. Look, they’re still on their land. I want you to work as a group and draw these roots in your notebooks." [Students try to draw pictures of roots in their notebooks. The teacher walks between the groups]. "I think everyone drew it. Is there any group that didn’t draw? [No response from the class]. Okay, then who will tell me the differences between these roots? Yes", 02 Group 3: Corn root is more scattered than the others. More. Hard.
03 T: Good! Another! [Teacher notes student’s statements on the board]
04 Group 5: Teacher, we can eat the potato, but the corn and bean root are inedible. Others are tough.
05 T: Good! What else? [Teacher notes student’s statements on the board]
06 Group 2: Bean root long and branched. More delicate. Potatoes are fat. Corn root is scattered and numerous.
08 T: Good! Yes, you are. [Teacher notes student’s statements on the board]
09 Group 1: One long vein in the bean root and the small veins connected to this vein, in corn all the veins are elongated from the main stem, in potatoes there is no veining.

17 T: Well, done! Beautiful. [Teacher notes student’s statements on the board] Now, friends, you all found the differences very nice. This is how (showing the bean root) there is a long root in the middle and short roots attached to this root in biology, tap root in biology, if it is messy like you said (pointing to the corn root) fibrous root and this way (pointing to the potato) you call it. If it can be eaten like a nutrient, that is, if it stores nutrients, such roots are also called storage roots. [Teacher notes Tap Root, Fibrous Root, and Storage Root on the board]

In this dialogue, the teacher used a dialogic discourse. In this sort of discourse, multiple voices are heard, the voices are unique (belonging to individuals) and are intelligible. In the dialogue above, the group’s first drew the plant roots and then expressed the students’ own thoughts. In the previous dialogue, we hear more than one voice and witness the students’ own thoughts. “We can eat the potato, but the corn and the bean root are inedible” (4th statement), “The bean root is long and branched. More delicate. The potato is fat” (6th statement), “One long vein in the bean root and small veins attached to this vein”(9th statement). When the statements are examined, it is seen that these discourses are original ideas belonging to the students. These statements are not scientific and can be easily recognized by other students. Secondly, there is time and space in this discourse. All the conversations above between teacher and students are about the three roots that are brought into the classroom. So all conversations that occur have a time and a space. The corn root spoken about is the corn plant that is currently in class, or the bean root spoken about is related to the bean plant that is in the current class.

Purpose of the study

The aim of this study is to determine the contribution of a professional development program designed to develop dialogic discourse to the active participation of students in the classroom. For this purpose, answers to the following research questions were sought:

1. How does dialogic discourse-based instruction contribute to teachers’ in-class speaking time?
2. How does dialogic discourse-based instruction contribute to the number of new ideas?
3. How does dialogic discourse-based instruction contribute to the number of students attending the course?
4. How does dialogic discourse-based instruction contribute to students’ individual response rates?
METHOD

This study is a design-based research. Design-based research is a research method that provides validity to the research by being carried out in realistic educational environments and the results obtained contribute to the evaluation, regulation and development of applications in these contexts (Anderson & Shattuck, 2012). Design-based research, like experimental studies, has an intrusive feature; however, unlike experimental studies, the intervention can be changed and improved as the process continues (Bakker & van Eerde, 2015). In the context of this study, the videos of the classroom teachers were taken before the intervention started, feedbacks and corrections were made on the work they did in the classroom while the intervention continued, and at the end of the intervention, the videos were shot again and compared with the preliminary videos. The type of discourse used by teachers in their classroom practices was published in another qualitative study (Saglam, et al. 2015). In this study, the contribution of the professional development program to the active participation of students in the classroom is reported.

Teacher Selection and Pre-Training Video Shooting

Criterion sampling method, one of the purposive sampling methods, was used to determine the study group. In this method, individuals who meet a set of predetermined criteria are included in the sample (Yıldırım & Şimşek, 2006, p.112). In the context of this study, the criteria were determined as (i) teachers being classroom teachers, (ii) teaching second or third grades, (iii) being able to attend at least two people from the same school, and (iv) volunteering. A total of 21 classroom teachers voluntarily participated in the professional development program prepared accordingly. These teachers work in public schools and were chosen from among the teachers who actually took the course and wanted to take part in the project voluntarily. Since data will be collected for at least two semesters during the research and teachers must stay in their current classrooms during this period, 2nd and 3rd grade teachers were preferred in the selection of the candidates. In addition, teachers were planned to work together during and after the training, and during the application, teachers were asked to apply from the same school in pairs or groups of three. Therefore, individual applications were not accepted. The research consists of two stages. In the first stage of the study, a total of 17 teachers (7 groups in pairs and 1 group in three) participated in the trainings, and their in-class dialogues were followed throughout the program. The video-recordings of these teachers were analyzed in terms of dialogic and authoritative discourse (Appendix-1), and as a result of these analyzes, four teachers who were able to successfully apply dialogic discourse in their classrooms and had the highest level of development (T3, T4, T11 and T15) were selected to participate in the second phase of the study. In this study, the practices of these four teachers are reported.

Data Collection Method

Data were collected through in-class video footage. Before the trainings, permissions were obtained from the students and parents for video shooting, and the teachers’ in-class practices were recorded with a video recorder. A total of 90 videos (5 videos for each teacher on average) of mathematics, science and social studies lessons were shot. The trainings started in April 2014 and were completed at the end of 4 sessions (5, 13, 18 and 25 April 2014). Each training took approximately 3 hours. During the trainings, information was given about dialogic and authoritative discourse. In this process, besides the theoretical information, examples from classroom practices were also presented. In the selection of the examples, the 2nd and 3rd grade curriculum was taken into account. At this stage, teachers had the opportunity to watch sample applications of mathematics, science and social studies lessons from these grade levels. In the last week of the training and in the weeks following the training, the teachers were asked to make lesson plans to implement in their own classrooms. In consultation with researchers and working with their partners, teachers planned lessons and implemented them in their classrooms. The classroom practices of the teachers after the training were recorded again with the help of video recorders. A total of 63 videos (4 videos for each teacher on average) of mathematics, science and social studies lessons were shot. This number was more than the planned number (average of 3 videos), which again allowed for a more comprehensive data analysis. In this way, teachers have the opportunity to follow good classroom practices, participate in a training program that spans time and allow mutual discussions, learn a concept directly related to their classroom practices (dialogical discourse), have the opportunity to work with a colleague from the same school and grade level, and actively participate in this process. Discussing, planning and designing courses are among the important features of professional development programs (Wilson & Berne, 1999; Garet et al., 2001; Desimone, 2009). All the videos captured were then transcribed by the researchers. Among the limitations of this research are the participation of a small number of teachers in the trainings, the completion of the trainings in a period of one month, and the inevitably affecting the classroom practices of the teachers.

Data analysis

In this study, the video collected data of 4 teachers who participated in the second stage of the professional development program were written down and analyzed on the basis of the table (Appendix-2) given in the appendix. Teachers’ pre- and post-training practices were compared in terms of student speaking time, student participation, number of different ideas and the rate of expressing these ideas individually. For this purpose, a pre-training video and a post-training video were selected for analysis.
In this selection stage, attention was paid to the selection of videos from the same course type. For example, if a Turkish lesson belonging to the pre-training was selected for analysis, another Turkish lesson was chosen for analysis after the training. Descriptive statistics (frequency and percentages) were used in the analysis of these data.

Chi-square test can be used to determine whether there is a significant difference between observational data in experimental and survey studies (Büyüköztürk, 2005, p.146). In this study, in-class videos of teachers before and after the application; A single sample chi-square test was used to determine whether there was a significant difference between speaking times, the number of different ideas, the number of students attending the course and the individual response rates of the students.

Data Analysis Reliability

The classroom practices of the teachers were first analyzed by the researchers according to the table given in Appendix 2. In order to determine the reliability of these analyzes, a randomly selected video and code definition tables were given to three different researchers. Researchers were asked to analyze these videos and transcripts independently of each other based on the criteria given in the table. Researchers analyzed each other’s videos in terms of question type, number of respondents (teacher, class, or student), number of ideas and speaking times (teacher and student), and proportions of all these numbers. In these analyzes, it was seen that there was a consensus of over 90% in terms of the number of codes (types and number of questions) and speaking times. Therefore, this result showed that the coding made had a high level of reliability (Miles & Huberman, 1994, p.69).

FINDINGS

The teacher-student dialogues that emerged in the classrooms of successful teachers (T3, T4, T11, T15) before and after the training were analyzed according to the definition table given in Appendix 1, and question types were determined. Afterwards, each transcript and video was analyzed by the scholars according to the table given in Appendix 2. One pre-training video and one post-training video of each teacher were selected for analysis. In this selection stage, attention was paid to the selection of videos from the same course type. For example, if a Turkish lesson belonging to the pre-training was selected for analysis, another Turkish lesson was selected for analysis after the training. In the analysis phase, first of all, the number of question types used by teachers and the number of answers to these questions by the teacher, students or class was determined. Afterwards, these numbers were divided by the total number of questions and their ratios were calculated. For example, 20 of T3’s 56 questions in total were answered by the students and 36 by the class before the training. The percentage of answers to the questions by the students was found by dividing 20 by 56 and multiplying the result by 100 (36%). This information can be seen in the first seven columns of the table. After this stage, the number of students who responded was determined. In this determination process, how many students answered each question type was made by looking at the transcripts (counting how many different students answered). The number of students who answered per question was determined by dividing the number of students who answered by the number of questions. For example, in T3’s class, 33 students answered 19 questions of the definition type. Therefore, in this example, the number of students per question was calculated by dividing 33 by 19 (1.7). While determining the number of students’ claims of different solutions/ideas, the number of answers different from the first answer given to each question was found. For example, in T3’s class, a total of 11 different answers (solution, idea or assertion) were received to the definition type questions. While determining the teacher and student speaking times, the videos were watched and the durations of the teacher and student speaking sections were found in these videos. Activities such as extracurricular conversations, moments of silence or reading a book are not included in these speaking times. After the obtained times were divided by the total time, the ratios of teacher-student speaking times were calculated.

Contribution of Dialogical Discourse-Based Instruction to Teacher Speaking Times

The percentage of participating teachers' speaking time was calculated over the ratio of teacher speaking time to total student and teacher speaking time. Therefore, a decrease in teacher speaking time indicates an increase in student speaking time. The speaking time percentages of the participating teachers before and after the training are given in Figure 1.
As seen in Figure 1, it was seen that all teachers talked less after the training when compared to the pre-training. According to this, while teachers with the codes Ö3, Ö4, Ö11 and Ö15 spoke at the rate of 85%, 88%, 78% and 84% before the training, this rate decreased to 65%, 74%, 70% and 56%, respectively, after the training. The results of the chi-square test performed to determine whether this observed decrease is significant is given in Table 1.

Table 1. Chi-square test result for observation results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Teacher</th>
<th>Before Training</th>
<th>After Training</th>
<th>$\chi^2_{[1]}$</th>
<th>$p$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T3</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>2.667</td>
<td>.102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T4</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>1.210</td>
<td>.271</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T11</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>0.432</td>
<td>.511</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T15</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>5.600</td>
<td>.018*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* $p<.05$

According to Table 1, only the decrease in the speaking time of the teacher coded T15 was significant ($p<.05$). Although there was a decrease in the speaking time rate of T3, T4 and T11 coded teachers, this decrease was not significant ($p>.05$) at the 95% confidence level. According to this result, it is seen that dialogic discourse makes a statistically significant contribution to one teacher’s class in terms of speaking time.

**Contribution of Dialogical Discourse-Based Instruction to the Formation of Different Ideas**

In order to see the contribution of the dialogic discourse to the formation of different ideas before and after the training, the number of different solutions/ideas/claims that emerged in the classroom was compared. Observation results of four teachers are given in Figure 2.
According to Figure 2, in all four classes, the number of students’ different ideas increased. While 11, 14, 11, and 18 different ideas emerged, respectively, in the classrooms of T3, T4, T11, and T15 before the training, 24, 17, 34, and 32 different ideas emerged, respectively, after the training. The chi-square test result, which was performed to determine whether there is a significant difference between these observation numbers, is given in Table 2.

### Table 2. Chi-square test result for observation results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Teacher</th>
<th>Before Training</th>
<th>After Training</th>
<th>$\chi^2_{(1)}$</th>
<th>$p$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T3</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>4.829</td>
<td>.028*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T4</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>0.290</td>
<td>.590</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T11</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>11.756</td>
<td>.001**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T15</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>3.920</td>
<td>.048*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*$p<.05$, **$p<.01$

According to Table 2, while the increase in the number of new ideas emerging in the education classes of T3 and T11 and T15 teachers is significant ($p<.05$), the increase in the number of T4 teachers is not significant ($p>.05$). According to this result, it is seen that the dialogic discourse contributes statistically significantly in the classroom of 3 teachers in terms of the emergence of different ideas.

### Contribution of Dialogue-Based Instruction to the Number of Students Participating the Class

The number of students who answered per question in the classrooms of the participating teachers before and after the training was calculated. To calculate this, the total number of students who answered is divided by the total number of questions asked by the teacher. The number of student answers per question observed in the classrooms of the participant teachers before and after the training is given in Figure 3.

![Figure 3. Number of student answers per question asked by the teacher](image)

As seen in Figure 3, in all four classes the number of student answers per question increased. The number of student answers per question was 0.7, 1.1, 0.7 and 0.9, respectively, before the training, and was 2.5, 1.6, 1.6 and 9.8 after the training. The result of the chi-square test performed to determine whether this difference is significant is given in Table 3.

### Table 3. Chi-square test result for observation results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Teacher</th>
<th>Before Training</th>
<th>After Training</th>
<th>$\chi^2_{(1)}$</th>
<th>$p$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T3</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>.317</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T4</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>0.333</td>
<td>.564</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T11</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>0.333</td>
<td>.564</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T15</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>9.8</td>
<td>7.364</td>
<td>.007**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*$p<.05$, **$p<.01$
As can be seen in Table 3, the number of students who answered per question showed a significant (p<.01) increase only for the teacher coded T15. Although an increase was observed in other teachers, these increases were not significant at the 95% confidence level.

**Contribution of Dialogue-Based Instruction to Students’ Individual Response Rates**

The percentages of individual answers to the questions asked by the students in the classrooms of the participating teachers before and after the training were calculated. These percentages are; the number of individual students' answers to the questions asked by the teachers was determined by dividing the answers given by the teacher, the class and individually by the students. The percentages of students' individual answers to the questions asked by the participant teachers in their classes before and after the training are given in Figure 4.

![Figure 4. Percentage of students answering the questions individually](image)

As seen in Figure 4, in three classes student individual responses increased. While the percentage of individual answers to the questions in the classrooms of T3, T4, T11 and T15 before the training was 36, 86, 28 and 43, respectively, it was observed as 73, 82, 72 and 100, respectively, after the training. Therefore, a participation of over 70% was achieved by all teachers. There was an increase in 3 of the teachers. The chi-square test result, which was performed to determine whether there is a significant difference between these observation percentages, is given in Table 4.

**Table 3. Chi-square test result for observation results**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Teacher</th>
<th>Before Training</th>
<th>After Training</th>
<th>χ²(1)</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T3</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>12.560</td>
<td>.000**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T4</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>.095</td>
<td>.758</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T11</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>19.360</td>
<td>.000**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T15</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>22.720</td>
<td>.000**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*p<.05, **p<.01

As can be seen in Table 4, the percentages of individual answers to the questions asked by the teacher by the students showed a significant difference (p<.01) for the teachers coded Ö3, Ö11 and Ö15 after the training, while there was a significant difference (p>.05) for the teacher coded Ö4, did not show. According to this result, it is seen that the dialogic discourse makes a statistically significant contribution in the classroom of 3 teachers in terms of individual response.

**DISCUSSION**

In this study, the contribution of the dialogic discourse-based professional development program, which teachers voluntarily participate in, to the active participation of students in the lesson was investigated. Active participation of students in the classroom; the rate of teacher speaking time, the number of different opinions in the class, the number of students answering per question, and the rate of answering the questions individually were examined. For this purpose, a video-recorded lesson of four
teachers participating in the training before and after the professional development program was compared in terms of indicators of active participation.

As a result of the analysis of the collected data, it was seen that there was a decrease in the speaking time of the teachers compared to the pre-training period. A decrease in teacher speaking time indicates an increase in student speaking time at the same rate; however, this decrease in teacher speaking time showed a significant (p<.05) difference in only one of four teachers. It should not be surprising that different results are obtained in different classes, as the teacher is affected by many external factors such as speaking time, course achievements, subject characteristics, and students' readiness levels. However, according to the TIMSS 1999 report, eighth grade mathematics teachers were found to talk more in class when compared to their own students (Hiebert, et al., 2003, pp.109-110). For example, in the same report, the teacher-student discourse ratio is 16/1 in Hong Kong, 9/1 in Australia, 9/1 in the Czech Republic, and 8/1 in the USA. Considering the teacher-student discourse ratio in this study, it is approximately 2/1 on average. Therefore, it can be said that dialogic discourse contributes to a significant increase in student speaking time compared to the countries mentioned above.

The results also indicated that there was an increase in the students' generating different ideas, the number of students who answered per question, and the individual response rates compared to the pre-training period. While the number of students producing different ideas and their individual response rates showed a significant difference (p<.05) in three of the four teachers compared to pre-training, the number of students who answered per question showed a significant difference in only one teacher compared to pre-training. Particular attention should be paid to the individual responses of the students from these results. In the video analyzes conducted within the scope of this study, it was determined that the questions asked by the teacher were answered in three ways: First, the teacher asked the question and answered it himself, the second was the situation where the teacher asked the question and the students answered it together, and the third was when the student answered the question individually. Answering individually is important in terms of the student's construction of his own knowledge. Because, after the student has expressed his/her own opinion, the discussion and questioning of this idea by other students contributes to the better understanding of his/her own idea by reviewing it and thus its easier structuring on an individual level (Mortimer & Scott, 2003).

In a study conducted by Helme and Clarke (2001) in support of this finding; The fact that students participate in classroom activities in this way and answer the teacher's questions individually by taking the right to speak is an indicator of their cognitive engagement. According to them, there is an important relationship between cognitive participation and learning and motivation. In other words, students' physical participation is an indication that they participate in the lesson mentally. In this respect, dialogic discourse can provide cognitive participation as well as physical participation of students. Therefore, this type of discourse has a very important place in terms of learning. This relationship between dialogic discourse and learning has the potential to be the subject of academic study in future studies.

Supporting the findings of this study, a similar study was conducted by Berekat and Mohammad (2014) to determine the contribution of teachers' use of dialogic discourse in their classrooms to the development of students' speaking abilities. For this purpose, Berekat and Mohammad (2014) stated 21 rules of dialogic discourse (for example, some of these rules are; allow students to ask questions, ask long-answer questions, give students the opportunity to think, enable students to listen to both the teacher and their fellow students, express their ideas without hesitation, support them, etc.). Afterwards, teachers were asked to place these rules on dialogic discourse in their classrooms. As a result of these studies, which were carried out in the form of pretest-posttest, they determined that dialogic discourse contributed significantly to the development of students' speaking abilities.

**CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS**

As a result, according to the findings obtained from this study; It can be said that students will actively participate in the lesson when teachers (i) want students to explain their individual ideas and thoughts, (ii) encourage students to produce new ideas, (iii) list the ideas on the board without judgment, and (iv) use these ideas by associating them with scientific explanations over certain contexts. In future studies; It is recommended that (i) there is a significant improvement in student participation in some classes, while there is no significant improvement in other classes, and (ii) the contribution of dialogic discourse to students' academic success and scientific process skills is examined.
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Appendix 1: Code definition table of authoritarian and dialogic discourses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Categories and Codes</th>
<th>Code definitions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Authoritarian Discourse Codes</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Promoting scientific view</td>
<td>Situations where the teacher presents the scientific point of view to the students, asks the students for the scientific point of view, asks them to make explanations with the scientific point of view, the teacher guides the students by giving clues to find the scientific point of view, asks the students for the answers they expect, or asks for their approval,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Judgement</td>
<td>Situations where the teacher compares the answers of the students with the scientific understanding and judges these understandings as right or wrong, and makes corrections or additions to these understandings,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Inattention</td>
<td>Situations where the teacher neglects or ignores the answers of the students who are out of scientific understanding,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dialogical Discourse Codes</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.1. Being open to student view</td>
<td>Situations where the teacher asks students for their individual opinions, asks them to explain their thoughts, asks for alternative ideas, lists these ideas on the board, through a certain context,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Neutrality</td>
<td>Situations where the teacher listens, repeats and does not judge student responses,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.3. Use</td>
<td>Situations where the teacher uses student ideas or relates them to scientific explanation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of Question</td>
<td>Number of question</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confirmation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selection</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Describing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Explanation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>